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May Bulletin from the APPG on Legal Aid

Welcome to the May Bulletin from the APPG on Legal Aid and your monthly update from the access to justice sector.
We hope that you and your loved ones are keeping safe and well as the country continues to take steps towards
normality.
The wettest May on record has also brought with it a new Parliamentary session and the Queen’s Speech. There is a
certain mount of trepidation within the sector regarding the pending Judicial Review Bill and the various other reviews
and consultations underway (more on them in the news section below). As mentioned in our April bulletin, we have
been involved with the first ever Legal Aid Census which launched on 12 April, the data from which will feed into the
Westminster Commission’s report on sustainability. The Census will be open for just a fortnight more, so if you have
not done so already, please send it along to anyone you know who currently works or formerly worked in the legal aid
sector. You can read more below about the Census and how to get involved together with your usual round-up of
news, views, events in Parliament and justice questions.

This bulletin has four sections which cover news and developments in the legal aid sector over the past month.

1. Recent Events
2. APPG+ Training Events
3. Legal Aid news
4. Justice Questions & Parliamentary Debates

Recent events
Legal Aid Census - Ongoing (12 April - 11 June)

On 12 April, Legal Aid Practitioners Group (LAPG), together with an independent team of academics from Newcastle,
Cardiff and UCL universities, launched the first ever Legal Aid Census. The aim of the research is to gather robust,
irrefutable evidence about the state of the legal aid profession and its continued viability.

The link to the census is here:
https://appg.onlinesurveys.ac.uk/legalaidcensus2021
Information on legal aid providers has been scant since the Legal Services Research Centre was closed in 2013. It is
difficult to find accurate, comparative data from earlier periods and what data we do have tells us very little about the
viability of the sector. We know very little else about the legal aid ecosystem and how it relates to the justice system
as a whole. In order for future reform to be evidence-based, we need data from each and every provider and
organisation.
The Legal Aid Census has been in the planning for over a year and will run until midnight on 11 June. The data will be
analysed over the summer and the report published in the autumn in time for the Treasury Spending Review and to
feed into Sir Christopher Bellamy’s Independent Review of Criminal Legal Aid. This research is also closely aligned to
and will influence the Westminster Commission Inquiry into the Sustainability of Legal Aid co-ordinated by the APPG.
Throughout the Legal Aid Census campaign you may see #WeAreLegalAid
#LegalAidCensus and
#StrengthInNumbers being used on social media, and you will see mentions of the campaign in the mainstream and
legal press for the two months that the Census is open. We would be grateful for your support in promoting Census
and that and social media posts use these hashtags.
The research has garnered a huge amount of support across the sector, with signatories including the Criminal Bar
Association, The Bar Council and Shelter signing up to a joint open letter (see below). Please do spread the word if
you can; we need as many responses as possible. Close to 1,500 individuals and organisations have responded to
date but many more are needed.
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APPG+ Training Events
Over the past four years, we have been working with the House of Commons Library and Learning and Development
teams to develop a range of training courses. These are tailored towards MPs and their caseworkers and structured
around questions frequently answered by the House of Commons Library specialists. The courses are currently being
run online and are free to attend. They are advertised on the ACT website so do look out for them there.
For further information, please get in touch with Rohini.Teather@lapg.co.uk

Legal Aid in the News
‘Constitutional Plumbing’ Reforms to Judicial Review

Included in the Queen’s Speech was a commitment to “restore the balance of power between the executive,
legislature and the courts”. This was a reference to legislation including the proposed Judicial Review bill which follows
the independent review of Administrative Law that reported earlier this year. Exactly what the bill will include remains
unclear but the Justice Secretary, Robert Buckland QC MP, has given some indication of the bill’s scope with further
detail emerging in an interview on 19 May with Robert Peston on ITV.
Joshua Rozenberg has provided an overview and analysis of this interview that can be accessed here. The Lord
Chancellor confirmed that he wanted to increase the remedies available to the courts including providing judges with
the discretion – or even the requirement (in all but exceptional circumstances) to make a remedy solely prospective in
nature. Rozenberg writes that such changes, if implemented, would “make judicial review less effective for claimants
and less of a problem for ministers and other decision-makers." Should the bill be passed by parliament, ministers
would be able to put their mistakes right for the future while claimants who were deprived of their rights might not
receive the compensation to which they are currently entitled.
The future of the bill remains unclear and thus it remains to be seen whether the Lord Chancellor’s self-described
“constitutional plumbing” will be as drastic as Joshua Rozenberg suggests or whether such a major-overhaul is
unlikely, as suggested by former head of the Government Legal Service Sir Jonathan Jones QC.
As with the other reviews underway, we can but wait and see.
Criminal legal aid solicitors ‘have suffered 50% pay cut’
The London Criminal Court’s Solicitors’ Association (LCCSA) has told the Independent Review of Criminal Legal Aid
that criminal legal aid solicitors have suffered a 50% real-terms pay cut over the past 25 years.
We produced fee tables for the Westminster Commission which examined the rates of pay for criminal legal aid
solicitors (see below together with a brief explanation). These adjusted the 1996 rates of pay for inflation
and compared that adjusted figure with the actual 2021 rates of pay. By way of an example, for magistrates’ court
fees, the London rate for preparation was £47.25 in 1996 and £45.35 in 2021. The 1996 rate adjusted for inflation
would be £90.70 – showing the 2021 rate to be a 50% real-terms reduction. To attend court with assigned counsel,
the 2021 rate is £31.03 - 47% down on the inflation adjusted 1996 rate.
Hourly rates are used to gauge where a case comes within the fixed fee matrix in the Magistrates’ Court. Crown Court
fees are based on fixed fees but special preparation is based on the hourly rate and confiscation and Court of Appeal
cases are paid on the old hourly rate basis.
Magistrates' court proceedings
Class of work
Preparation
Advocacy
Attendance at court where counsel
assigned
Travelling and waiting
Routine letters written and routine
telephone calls

1996 Rate in
London
£47.25
£56.50

£45.35
£56.89

Inflation adjusted
Percentage loss
rate
£89.36
49.25%
£106.86
46.8%

£30.50

£31.03

£57.68

46.2%

£24.75

£24

£46.81

48.7%

£3.60 per item

£3.56

£6.81

47.7%

2020 rate

Crown Court and Court of Appeal proceedings
Grade of feeearner
Senior solicitor
Solicitor, legal
executive or fee
earner of equivalent
Preparation
experience
Articled clerk or feeearner of equivalent
experience
Senior solicitor
Advocacy
Solicitor
Senior solicitor
Solicitor, legal
executive or feeAttendance at
earner of equivalent
court where
experience
counsel assigned
Articled clerk or feeearner of equivalent
experience
Senior solicitor
Solicitor, legal
executive or feeearner of equivalent
Travelling & waiting
experience
Articled clerk or feeearner of equivalent
experience
Routine letters written and routine
telephone calls
Class of work

1996 Rate in
London
£55.75

£50.87

Inflation adjusted
Percentage loss
rate
£105.44
51.75%

£47.25

£43.12

£89.36

51.75%

£34

£31.03

£64.30

51.75%

£64.50
£56.00
£42.25

£58.86
£51.10
£38.55

£121.99
£105.91
£79.91

51.75%
51.75%
51.75%

£34.00

£31.03

£64.30

51.75%

£20.50

£18.71

£38.77

51.75%

£24.75

£22.58

£46.81

51.75%

£24.75

£22.58

£46.81

51.75%

£12.50

£11.41

£23.64

51.75%

£6.81

51.75%

2020 rate

£3.60 per item £3.29

The evidence so far submitted to CLAR paints a detailed picture of the challenges that overstretched and underpaid
solicitors regularly face within all parts of the criminal justice system – poor communication from police, disclosure
frustrations, courts overlisting cases – and highlights the knock-on effect these have on quality and efficiency. The
Association says in their evidence that: “Our members tell us they are on the brink. The pandemic struck at a time
when we were already brought low after more than a decade of fee cuts, falling prosecution rates and declining
number of solicitors and firms.”
The review is chaired by Sir Christopher Bellamy QC and is expected to report by the end of the year.
You can read more about this here or access LCCSA’s submission to CLAR here.
Other submissions to the review's consultation include the Bar Council, the Criminal Bar Association and CILEX.
Legal Aid Lawyer of the Year finalists announced

The finalists for the prestigious Legal Aid Lawyer of the Year (LALY) Awards have been announced ahead of the awards
ceremony that will be broadcast live at 7pm on 6 July.
Last year’s LALY’s was livestreamed on YouTube due to the pandemic and has been viewed more than 4,000
times. Team LALY hope to repeat the success of last year’s ceremony which was a joyous evening of celebration for
practitioners in the midst of a very difficult year.
The awards are hosted and organised by LAPG with practitioners eligible for nomination in 11 categories (see
categories below). Each year, a further “outstanding achievement” award is bestowed by the judges on a practitioner
whose contribution to social welfare law has been judged to have been exceptional. Past winners include Sir Andrew
Macfarlane and the Hillsborough legal team. This year finalists include Irwin Mitchell, Tuckers Solicitors, Greater
Manchester Law Centre, Centre for Women’s Justice, MJC Law and the Howard League for Penal Reform.
Announcing the finalists, LAPG chief executive Chris Minnoch said: “‘This year's finalists give an insight into the range,
depth and breadth of the incredible life-changing work that social justice lawyers do - and the vital role they play in
ensuring access to justice for individuals, families and communities. It is testimony to the importance of the LALY
awards to the legal aid sector that we had a bumper crop of compelling and inspiring nominations this year - despite
the extreme pressures we are all facing due to the pandemic.’” This year, perhaps more than ever, we need to
celebrate the tireless work that so many do on behalf of their clients.
Legal Aid Lawyer of the Year Awards 2021: Finalists
Amy Butler - Atkins & Palmer
Kate Jackson - MJC Law
Kirsty Stuart - Irwin Mitchell
Anna Renou - ITN Solicitors
Criminal Defence Caroline Liggins - Hodge, Jones & Allen
Suzanne O'Connell - Tuckers Solicitors
Cris McCurley - Ben Hoare Bell
Family
Novlet Levy - Goodman Ray
Oliver Conway - Oliver Fisher Solicitors
Adrian Brazier - Barking & Dagenham Citizens Advice
Housing
Jeinsen Lam - South West London Law Centres
Kathleen Cosgrove - Greater Manchester Law Centre
Blinne Ní Ghrálaigh - Matrix Chambers
Legal aid
Stephen Lue - Garden Court Chambers
barrister
Tessa Buchanan - Garden Court Chambers
Cartwright King mental health team
Legal aid team
Duncan Lewis public law team
Matthew Gold & Co public law & community care team
Legal aid
Centre for Women's Justice
Disability rights

firm/Not-forprofit agency
Regional legal
aid firm/not-forprofit agency
Legal aid
newcomer

Public law

Social welfare
Outstanding
achievement

MJC Law
Howard League for Penal Reform
Law Centre Northern Ireland
Family Law Company
Watkins & Gunn
Alice Irving - Doughty Street Chambers
Audrey Cherryl Mogan - Garden Court Chambers
Bianca St Prix - Hodge Jones & Allen
Killian Moran - Kesar & Co Solicitors
Maria Thomas - Duncan Lewis Solicitors
Nkiru Okafor - Wilson Solicitors
Rakesh Singh - Public Law Project
Imogen Townley - Wilson Solicitors
Jeni Lloyd - TRP Solicitors
Kristen Bender - Tuckers Solicitors
Andrew Sperling - SL5 Legal/Tuckers Solicitors
No shortlist

Three Nightingale courts to close next month
The Ministry of Justice has confirmed that three Nightingale courts hosting criminal cases, in Chester, Lancaster and
Birmingham, will shut by the end of June, despite calls for more court capacity.
The Ministry of Justice revealed last month that 12 of the 30 courts have hire agreements which expire in June although
they have now said extensions for 14 courtrooms have been negotiated with “close contact” ongoing with the landlords of all
existing venues.
The legal profession has repeatedly called for more Nightingale courts to help tackle the court backlog. Responding to the
government's latest Crown court data, Law Society president, I. Stephanie Boyce said the pandemic has “exacerbated the
effect of decades of underfunding and cuts on the criminal courts. The government must maximise the existing court capacity
as we emerge from lockdown and boost capacity through many more Nightingale courts to increase the number of jury trials
that can take place.”
Announcing these closures, Justice minister Chris Philp also told the House of Commons this week that a ‘super-court’
dedicated to Crown work will open in Loughborough in the late summer to accommodate large multi-hander trials although he
did not specify how long this ‘super-court’ would be in operation.
You can read more about this here.
Scottish Legal Aid Lawyers lobby for legal aid support
A newly formed organisation, the Scottish Solicitors Bar Association, has emerged to pressure the Scottish government to
provide urgent support to legal aid solicitors.
The Association has criticised the Scottish Government for failing to properly distribute a £9m Covid-19 resilience fund set up
in December last year – and discussed in our January bulletin – to support legal aid lawyers experiencing hardship as a
result of the pandemic. The Association says only £2.3m of the fund has been distributed and that of the 287 firms that
applied for funding, less than a third were granted an award.
On 17 May the Association organised a one-day custody court boycott to protest what they say has been a failure of the
Scottish Government. President of the Association, Julia McPartlin, says they work closely with the Law Society of Scotland but
that the Association is “able to go further in terms of action”.
Reacting to the 17 May boycott, a Scottish Government spokesperson said “we are fully committed to providing support to the
profession and are working as a matter of urgency to explore options for distributing all unallocated funds from the £9m
budget set aside for the resilience fund. The justice secretary held talks with the Law Society…where he confirmed he is
committed to ensuring more funds are made available. He is happy to engage with criminal bar associations and discussions
with the profession are ongoing.”
You can read more about this here.

Justice Questions

Debates in Parliament
Legal Aid Advice Deserts
On 18 May 2021, Justice Questions included a discussion raised by Navendu Mishra MP on what steps the
Secretary of State for Justice is taking to tackle legal aid advice deserts.
Alex Chalk MP, the Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Justice, replied by emphasising the importance of legal
advice and legal aid in underpinning a fair, rules-based society. He also stated the LAA continually keeps market
capacity under continual review to ensure provision across England and Wales and noted legal advice is always
available through the Civil Legal Advice telephone service.
The Under-Secretary of State’s response was followed by a further question from Navenda Mishra MP praising the
Greater Manchester Law Centre for the support it provides across the city although also highlighting that his
constituency of Stockport is one of the 78% of local authorities in England and Wales without such a service. He asked
whether the Minister agreed that legal aid deserts ‘deny vital support to millions of people’ and whether the Minister
will ask the Treasury for the necessary funding to ensure every area can have ‘an acceptable number of legal aid
providers’.
The Under-Secretary of State responded by again highlighting the essential nature of legal aid and noting the
Government’s support for the law centre network during the Covid-19 crisis by providing ‘every penny piece
requested’ including £140,000 for the Greater Manchester Law Centre. He also emphasised the Government’s support
for legal aid providers including those who provide it digitally and remotely, saying that “what matters most is quality,
not necessarily geography”.
Karl Turner MP followed up the Under-Secretary of State’s answer by reiterating Navendu Mishra’s call for the
Government to address the advice deserts and asking how the Minister can justify a situation where ’37 million
people…do not have access to a community care legal aid provider?’.
In response the Under-Secretary of State expressed his disappointment that Karl Turner had not stood up ‘to the
Labour Prime Minister who decried “fat cat” legal aid lawyers’ and said that it was this Government ‘getting behind
legal aid’ through funding the community justice fund and the Disability Law Service.

Justice Questions
Helen Hays (Dulwich and West Norwood) asked the Secretary of State for the Home Department, whether EU
citizens detained and held in immigration removal centres are able to access legal advice; and how many EU citizens
have been deported before speaking to a lawyer since the signing of the UK-EU Withdrawal Agreement.
Ruth Jones (Newport West) asked the Secretary of State for Justice, what recent assessment he has made of the
adequacy of legal aid provision in (a) Newport West and (b) England.
Lord Pearson of Rannoch asked Her Majesty's Government how much money has been spent in legal aid for
members of the Rochdale grooming gang; and what is their estimate of the amount of money spent assisting the
victims of that gang.
You can read all of the questions and answers here.

Rohini Teather
Head of Parliamentary Affairs
26 May 2021

Visit the APPG on Legal Aid Website

The APPG on Legal Aid is cosponsored by the Legal Aid
Practitioners Group

In association with Young Legal Supported by The Legal
Aid Lawyers
Education Foundation.

About the APPG on Legal Aid
The All-Party Parliamentary Group on Legal Aid aims to promote parliamentary and public
understanding of the importance of the role of publicly funded legal services. It is chaired by
Karen Buck MP. Secretariat support is provided jointly by the Legal Aid Practitioners Group
(LAPG) together with Young Legal Aid Lawyers (YLAL) with funding from The Legal Education
Foundation.
For more information contact:
rohini.teather@lapg.co.uk

About the APPG Plus Project
LAPG and the APPG on Legal Aid have been funded by The Legal Education Foundation to
engage with MPs and councillors and their caseworkers to ensure that there is a good
understanding of what is left in legal aid in the wake of LASPO, and to offer constructive advice,
resources and training on how busy MPs and their caseworkers can engage better with lawyers
and advice charities in the legal aid sector. In doing so, we aim to assess current access to
justice issues facing the public and to help inform future decision making at a policy level.
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